
Since 1999, William & Mary Bosnia Project student volunteers 
have worked in the post-war communities in and around Sarajevo 
to teach English, cross-cultural understanding, and non-violent 
communication to more than 80 Bosnian schoolchildren each 
summer. Today, the College’s longest running community service 
project continues to thrive and innovate as student volunteer 
teachers promote team-building, youth empowerment, and 
creative expression through a program of active learning, games, 
and filmmaking in which the students write, produce, and act in 
short videos featuring strictly English dialogue. Through strong 
collaborative partnerships and collaborative research with Bosnian 
educators, W&M student volunteers are building bridges and 
promoting peace for the next generation of Bosnians.

The Bosnia Project was one of the most memorable 
experiences of my college career…It served as a perfect 
complement to my studies as it gave me an opportunity for 
real-world work experience in a country that I studied in the 
classroom. It deepened my understanding of the region, and 
allowed me to gain a sense of the needs of the population 
and the political environment below the state level.”

“
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There is no other initiative at William & Mary in which 
I’ve been involved that has had such a profound impact on 
student participants.”

PROFESSOR PAULA PICKERING“
BOSNIA PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS
AWARD-WINNING STUDENT PHILANTHROPY: 
The Bosnia Project was recognized with “The Best Practices in 
International Education Award” for student philanthropy in 2015 
by NASPA, the leading association for the advancement, health, 
and sustainability of the student affairs profession.

INNOVATIVE PROGRAM OF CREATIVE PROJECTS & FILM: 
Bosnia Project summer teaching volunteers embrace active and 
innovative teaching methods to promote team-building and 
creative expression in a system that is still transitioning away from 
the state socialist model of education. Teachers reinforce lessons 
on inter-cultural communication, tolerance, empowerment, and 
sustainability thorough interactive projects and a filmmaking 
program in which the students write, produce, and act in short 
videos featuring strictly English dialogue. 

CULTURAL AMBASSADORS: 
Prior to their time in country, W&M volunteers receive an extensive 
foundation on Bosnian history, politics, international intervention, 
and culture through a three-credit course. The Bosnia Project has 
been a pioneer of the COLL 300’s goal of creating opportunities 
for students to engage the world in a cross-cultural, refelctive way. 
This training develops cultural ambassadors, well equipped for 
intense Bosnian immersion that includes homestays and a month 
in the classroom.

COLLABORATIVE TEACHING: 
Increased collaborative lesson planning between W&M volunteers 
and their Bosnian co-teachers prior to summer co-teaching and 
co-teachers’ reflections on lessons develop the inter-cultural 
cooperation skills of the teachers and enhance the student 
learning experience.
 

A STRONG LOCAL NETWORK: 
The Bosnia Project thrives thanks in part to years of strong 
collaborations with the University of Sarajevo and Creativus, 
a Sarajevo-based NGO dedicated to youth education. These 
partnerships not only ensure the long-term impact of our teaching 
program, but by placing student volunteers with host families 
in Sarajevo and coordinating the program from Bosnia, keep the 
costs of running the program very low.

EVALUATING IMPACT:
 In 2014,  a W&M-led impact evaluation of the Bosnia Project found 
that 82 percent of Bosnian students improved “a lot” in their ability 
to converse with native English speakers. Collaborative research 
conducted in 2015 on co-teachers’ development of cross-cultural 
communication skills is under review at an academic journal. Data 
gathered in 2016 seeks to identify lessons that best promote inter-
cultural competencies among Bosnian students.

OUTSTANDING ALUMNI: 
Of the many outstanding Bosnia Project alumni, six have 
received prestigious Fulbright Scholarships: three to Bosnia: Kelly 
Chroninger ’04; Dana McKelvey ’13; and Lexi Hartley ’14, M.Ed.’15; 
one to Bulgaria: Michael Tsidulko ’09; and two to Germany:  
Amanda Norris ‘07 and Catherine Reynolds ‘05.

Current Teach for America teacher Christina Haleas ‘15 and her Bosnian co-teacher Ema 
Custovic lead a discussion in their classroom in Sarajevo, Bosnia-Herzegovina in 2014.

ANDREA BLAZANOVIC ‘15



FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
FUND THE BOSNIA PROJECT  
One year of funding: $18,000          Endowed funding: $450,000

Strong Bosnian partnerships and administrative support enable 
the Bosnia Project to operate efficiently—the cost of running the 
camp and sending five W&M students to Sarajevo for one month 
each summer is $18,000. These funds are used to compensate 
host families who provide student housing, some transportation 
for volunteer teachers, classroom space rentals, and the purchase 
of classroom materials (especially arts and craft supplies that 
cannot be obtained in Bosnia). To improve access and promote 
diversity, the summer camp is offered free to all Bosnian student 
participants.

SPONSOR A W&M VOLUNTEER TEACHER OR FILMMAKER 
$3,000 per student

The total cost to sponsor one W&M student teaching volunteer 
to Bosnia for the duration of the four-week summer program is 
$3,000. In addition to the teaching volunteers, the project has 
recently enlisted the talents of a W&M student filmmaker who 
educates Bosnian students about the filmmaking process and 
offers expertise on shooting and editing the student films.

SPONSOR THE BOSNIA PROJECT RESEARCH PROGRAM
$3,000 per year

To measure the impact of the summer teaching program on W&M 
student volunteer teachers, Bosnian co-teachers and Bosnian 
student participants, a research element was added to the Bosnia 
Project in 2014. Research also helps to improve the Bosnia Project 
and provides W&M students with field research experience, 
opportunities for collaborative analysis and co-authoring.
Research costs include the expense of conducting, translating, and 
interpreting surveys and interviews of more than 90 participants.

 Walking away from this trip, I knew that I would never look at 
academics, international politics or other cultures in the same 
way. I felt that I had been given a tremendous gift.”

BEN CONSTABLE ‘15“

CONTACT
PROFESSOR PAULA PICKERING, FACULTY ADVISOR
e: pmpick@wm.edu o: 757-221-3038
https://wmbosniaproject.wordpress.com

THE BOSNIA PROJECT
Institute for the Theory & Practice of International Relations
William & Mary, P.O. Box 8795 Williamsburg, VA 23187-8795
www.wm.edu/itpir

TO MAKE A GIFT
For more information or to make a gift online, visit 
www.wm.edu/giving and enter allocation 3972

For checks, please make payable to the College of William & Mary 
with “Bosnia Project” written in the memo line.

Checks should be mailed to:
The College of William & Mary Foundation
P.O. Box 1693 Williamsburg, VA 23187-1693

PARTNERSHIPS
Creativus – a Bosnian educational non-governmental organiza-
tion that seeks to give underprivileged young children access to 
low-cost English education, as well as provide opportunities for 
Bosnian undergraduates studying education at the University of 
Sarajevo to teach in a classroom setting.

Assistant Professor of English, Dr. Larisa Kasumagic
University of Sarajevo

CURRENT FUNDERS
The Office of Community Engagement at William & Mary

Institute for the Theory & Practice of International Relations

The Charles Center

The Gregory Tepper Fund 

TOP PHOTO: 2016 Bosnia Project students show off the ideal city that they created.

BOTTOM PHOTO: 2016 Bosnia Project team engages in weekly reflection in Sarajevo, 
Bosnia-Herzegovina, from left to right: Lejla Kasumagić, Adnan Korman, Brittany Acors 
(Biology and Religious Studies ‘18), Rachel Waldon (IR ‘17), Justin Ober (IR ‘17), Amela 
Selmanović, Ena Kacunovic, Sonia Lunn (IR ‘18), Senada Čizmić, Matt Schroeder (English 
‘15, M.Ed ‘16), and Ena  Čakal.


